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GURBANI SERIES  
 

CHET  SIKH NEW YEAR 
 

Introduction  
Sikhs across the world have their own universal calendar, entitled Nanakshahi Calendar. It starts with the month 
of Chet. The epoch of this calendar is the Parkash (birth) of the first Sikh Guru, who was born in 1469 and the 
Nanakshahi year commenced on the first of Chet. Sikhs see the adoption of this new calendar as a big step in 
their identity and one that will help dispel any assumptions that Sikhism is a branch of another religion. 

Historical Background of Nanakshahi Samvat 
References to the Nanakshahi Era have been made in historic documents. According to Surjit Sin

 Banda Singh Bahadur adopted the 
Nanakshahi calendar after his victory in Sirhind in May 1710 and then he minted new coins named Nanak. 
Consequently, that year became known as Nanakshahi 241.  

Twarikh Guru Khalsa
first author to use Nanakshahi Samvat along with those of Bikrami Samvats in the historical Granth named 
Twarikh Guru Khalsa supreme Sikh 

organisation releases the Nanakshahi calendar every year for the celebration of its New Year. 

References from Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji 
 

nth. 

  

In the month of Chet the lovely spring comes, and the bumble bees hum with joy.     
*Sri Guru Nanak Sahib Ji: SGGS Ji: Ang - 1107* 
 

  

In the month of Chet, by meditating on the Lord of the Universe, a deep and profound joy arises.                                                                     
*Sri Guru Arjan Sahib Ji: SGGS Ji:  Ang - 133* 

 
The first month of the year is Chet, which means Chetna, that is to remember. By remembering and reciting the 
name of the lord we can attain real happiness that never changes into sadness. As one sows so shall one reap, 
so with good deeds the chasm can be bridged. Hence, Guru Sahib tells us to start the year by remembering God 
from the very beginning. 

C e   

I touch the feet of one who unites me with God in the month of Chet. ||2|| 
*Sri Guru Arjan Sahib Ji: SGGS Ji:            Ang - 133*  

Conclusion 

that God should be remembered throughout the year and not only on the first day of the year.  
 

 b aras  
The months, the days, and the moments are auspicious for those upon whom the Lord casts his glance of 
grace. Nanak begs for the blessing of your vision, O Lord. Please shower your mercy upon me!                                                  
*Sri Guru Arjan Sahib Ji: SGGS Ji:  Ang - 136* 


